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Results cont.

Saturday, Curragh, Ireland
KEENELAND MINSTREL S.-G3, i75,000, Curragh,
7-12, 3yo/up, 7fT, 1:26.26, gd/yl.
1--JUMBAJUKIBA (GB), 138, g, 5, by Barathea (Ire)
1st Dam: Danseuse du Soir (Ire), by Thatching (Ire)
2nd Dam: Dance by Night (GB), by Northfields
3rd Dam: Elvina (Fr), by Dancer=s Image
(18,000gns HIT >06 TATAUT). O-Joe O=Flaherty;
B-Woodcote Stud Ltd; T-Jessica Harrington; J-Fran
Berry; i48,750. Lifetime Record: 19-6-2-1,
i311,250. *1/2 to Scintillo (GB) (Fantastic Light),
Hwt. 2yo Colt-Ity, G1SW-Ity, GSP-Eng.
Click for the eNicks report and 5-cross pedigree.
Werk Nick Rating: A.
2--Al Qasi (Ire), 136, h, 5, Elnadim--Delisha (GB), by
Salse. (28,000gns wnlg >03 TATDEC; 37,000gns yrl
>04 TATOCT). O-Ziad A Galadari; B-T C Butler;
T-Peter Chapple-Hyam; i15,000.
3--Georgebernardshaw (Ire), 125, c, 3, Danehill Dancer
(Ire)--Khamseh (GB), by Thatching (Ire). (300,000gns
yrl >06 TATOCT). O-Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor &
Derrick Smith; B-Quay Bloodstock; T-Aidan O=Brien;
i7,500.
Margins: HF, 1, NK. Odds: 4-1, 9-4, 10-3.
Also Ran: Capt Chaos (Ire), Raptor (Ger), Hard Rock
City, Aleagueoftheirown (Ire), Garnica (Fr), Confuchias
(Ire).
Successful in the Apr. 13 G3 Gladness S. over course
and distance, Jumbajukiba ran eighth in the Listed
Mooresbridge S. back here May 5 before grabbing
fourth in the June 18 Listed Nijinsky S. at
Leopardstown. He finished runner-up in the June 29
Listed Celebration S. back here again last time and
continued his affair with the track to secure a fourth
stakes score in typically game fashion. Recovering from
a tardy start to lead after a furlong, Jumbajukiba came
under pressure to maintain control approaching the
closing panel and ran on strongly for one flick of the
whip to hold on cozily. AHe absolutely loves it here,@
enthused trainer Jessica Harrington. AI don=t know what
we=ll do when the track is shut down [for refurbishment], I=ll have to keep him on ice for a year. He was in
the stalls for a bit longer than he wanted to be and
wasn=t paying attention when they opened so he fell
out. We might try and find a Group 2, seven furlongs is
his ideal distance, but we might bring him back to sixand-a-half if we find something.@ Click for the Racing
Post chart.
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PLEASE DON'T HIT ME ….. AGAIN!
Are you uncomfortable with turmoil and controversy?
I say, bring it on! Embrace it. Work with it. Use it.
Winds of conflict also carry with them the seeds of
change, and the possibility that an eventual resolution
of conflict might actually produce a better circumstance.
The swirling tempest around us has blown a huge gift
our way: We have become self-conscious. A large
mirror has been held up and we see that, in fact, the
enemy is ourselves. And, in the midst of our embarrassment, we have new energy and new urgency to look at
how we have soiled our terrain, and to realize that we
can only clean things up if we work together. cont. p11
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Certainly, we have more than a few projects to work
on. Yet, no matter what we choose to tackle, we will
do little more than tread water if we leave our fans out
of the equation (as the Congressional Committee did
recently). At a time when we are desperate to attract
new fans and keep the ones we have, we should pay
close attention to what our fans and the public see, and
the three things that they clearly want: (1) Drug-free
racing; (2) safer and more uniform track surfaces; and
(3) no whipping.
With regard to the latter, I notice that The Jockey
Club came out with a recommendation to modify the
whip (in consultation with the Jockey's Guild), prohibit
striking the horse with the arm raised above shoulder
height, and to initiate inspection of damage after each
race. I'm afraid that The Jockey Club members, from
years of watching an established and in-grained practice, have become anesthetized to the violence of the
stick and the image it projects. For sure, I think they
failed to consult our fans and would-be fans.
The public does not want kinder, gentler whipping.
They want to see an end to the whipping of these
magnificent creatures who are made to run for our
pleasure.
No question, jockey safety is paramount, and jockeys
need to carry some form of whip to maintain control,
and for assistance in dangerous situations. And the
ability to "show the whip" or even brush the shoulder
can be a significant, yet benign and acceptable, motivator. Nonetheless, the practical arguments for abolishing
whipping are overwhelming.
First of all, we need to stop turning off fans and
potential fans with the ugly spectacle of whipping
beautiful animals. We especially need young people to
build our fan base, and half of the young girls in America have an instinctive, sometimes powerful infatuation
with horses. Go ask your 10-year-old daughter to
watch a race and ask her what she thinks of the whipping of horses down the stretch.
Secondly, we need to recognize that whipping often
has the counter-productive effect of actually interfering
with performance. How many times have you watched
a rider reach back to whip and get out of sync or lose
momentum? How often have you seen a horse sulk,
shy, veer, or duck in or out because of whipping? How
many times have you seen a horse whipped when it is
totally spent and backing up, or even when it is drawing away by five?
If we go hands and heels and use a modified whip for
safety only, we'll find out which jockeys have the most
talent and horsemanship (meaning the best hands,
communication, timing, and athleticism), and which
racehorses are the most genuine. We will always have
a winner, and the best horses and jockeys will still find
a way to win.
Rob Whiteley may be contacted through his website at
www.liberationfarm.com.
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JRHA YEARLINGS SELL MONDAY The Japan
Racing Horse Association July Select Sale starts Monday at Northern Horse Park on the island of Hokkaido.
A total of 163 yearlings were catalogued for Monday=s session;
selling begins at noon. Last year=s
auction saw a sale record of
-250,000,000 ($2,024,291) established by lot 117, a yearling
colt by French Deputy--My Katies
(Jpn) acquired by Riichi Kondo.
Young stallions represented by
Lot 68 Agnes Tachyon colt
their first yearlings include 2005
G1 Japan Cup victor Alkaased (Kingmambo), 2004 G1
Prix de l=Arc de Triomphe hero Bago (Fr) (Nashwan) and
G1 Dubai World Cup winner Roses in May (Devil His
Due). Among the youngsters garnering attention are lot
33, a chestnut Neo Universe (Jpn) filly out of GISW
Dark Ending (End Sweep); and lot 68, a colt by Agnes
Tachyon (Jpn) out of Blue Avenue (Classic Go Go),
making him a half-brother to Japanese champion
Kurofune and MGSW Bella Bellucci. A total of 336 foals
have been catalogued for Tuesday and Wednesday=s
sessions. Catalogues are available online at
www.jrha.or.jp.

JRHA YEARLINGS - MONDAY - OUTS
13 52 55 71 99 103 121 125 150 153
www.jrha.or.jp

